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About This Game

Audio Drive Neon is a game that lets you experience your favorite music in a completely new way! Driving fast will make you
hold your breath and the visuals combined with your favorite song is going to give you the chills! You can play local song files

(mp3, wav, xm, mod, s3m, it supported) and YouTube videos!

Vive controller and steering wheel input supported.

Some of the older versions are available in the "Betas" tab.

Gameplay
The speed of your car is controlled by the intensity of the song. As the song is building up you can collect points, but then it's

under your control to survive the Audio Drive!

Features:

Experience music in new ways!

Play any song through YouTube or your own files

Mesmerizing visuals will have your eyes wide open!
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Driving fast in VR!

14 vehicles to choose from
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Title: Audio Drive Neon
Genre: Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
2-Volt Games
Publisher:
2-Volt Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 (AMD FX 8350) or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

English
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This was fine for what it is. A quick little base building jaunt. Not a lot here, but there is a low price so enjoy.. I cannot honestly
recommend buying this game right now. Though this might change in the future depending on if there is any new news. But as
of now, there has been no updates in over a year. While I can understand delays due to real life issues, it shouldn't take much
effort to at least write a note to us who have bought the game and are waiting for it to give us a heads up. The game itself is
promising which is why I did buy it. But right now, I do not recommend it. I will change my review when and if a update or
news shows up again.. this dose not work for my. Here is my 'First Play" Video on YouTube:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6T-64LPFULQ

Awesome little rouge-like RPG with cute crayon drawn style graphics, definitely love this unique art style.
The game plays well and I didn't see any bugs in my first play experience.

While it's not hundreds of hours per game, evidently an average game will take you 2-3 hours, and it can be different every time
you play. Even one good play through of this game should give you more then your money's worth however with this low price
tag.

Two thumbs up, bonus points for unique style of graphics, and also for it's "cute" aspect that should draw interest frm both kid
and adults alike!

- Zaxx. quot;There was only one thing I cared about this title delivering on and it failed massively at doing so."

So I got this game from CD Keys for 12 quid; having seen the shockingly bad looking gameplay videos online and read all the
negative reviews, there's no way I was gonna fork out 40 quid for this game, and BOY am I glad I didn't.

I wasn't even gonna buy it at all but a combination of being desperate for a PC tennis title (annoying having to faff around
booting my PS3 up every time I wanna play a tennis game - Top Spin 4, of course) and wanting to buy it to show there is an
apetite out there for a tennis title made me cave in and buy it.

There's a lot wrong with this game and they've been spoken about a lot already - the lack of licenced players, etc.

As far as I'm concerned, I don't care about any of that licence stuff; I'd happily play the 'London Open Tournament' with 'Foger
Rederer' and 'Nafael Radal'.

There was only one thing I cared about this title delivering on and it failed massively at doing so.

That one thing?

The gameplay.

Top Spin 4 (yes, I'm going to be the 1,000,000th person to compare it to TS4 because, you know what? TS4 is the best
simulation tennis game on the market to-date. So live with it), has already laid the foundation for how a tennis game on a
gamepad should be played.

If the creators of Tennis World Tour set out to bake a wedding cake, Top Spin 4 was the perfect recipe for a basic sponge cake.

But instead, they seemingly decided to completely ignore the excellent TS4 control system in favour of creating their own.

The differences:

In TS4, timing is EVERYTHING. Do you know why this went over so well with tennis fans? Because that's exactly how it is in
the real game. You can swing the racket perfectly, with text-book, Federer-esque precision towards the ball, but if you're a
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second too early or too late, you can shank the ball massively and miss wildly.

In TS4, you had two options for hitting the ball: you could either tap the face button or hold it down and release for more power.
Whether you were tapping the face button or using the hold-to-power-up technique, in BOTH CASES, TIMING WAS
EVERYTHING.

That is not the case in Tennis World Tour.

In TWT, you have the same two options for hitting the ball, i.e. tap the face button or hold-to-power-up. However, the timing
seems to make NO difference whatsoever.

Tapping the face button: In TS4, the accuracy and effectiveness of your shot with this technique relied heavily on timing; in
TWT, tapping the face button is considered a 'weak/safe' shot, so the ball wil only ever land timidly in the middle of the court
with this approach to hitting the ball. It makes NO difference how well or not you timed it.

Holding-to-power-up: This works as it did in TS4 but again, the timing makes almost no difference. In TWT, it's all about how
much power you apply. Too much power, it's going out; not enough, it won't be effective enough - but AGAIN the timing makes
NO difference. I would ROUTINELY be able to fill the power-bar up about 3/4 (just the right amount most times) so early that
I could just lift my thumb off the face button and wait for the ball to come to me, flick the stick in the direction I want it to go
and hit a perfect shot. The fact I stopped timing the power up meter before my opponent had finished hitting the ball made NO
difference.

This irritates me so much because I really like one of the new ideas in this game: that players can unlock abilities like extra
focus after winning so many points in a row, etc.

The creators of this game need to look at EA Sport's Grand Slam Tennis 2. This game shows that all the licences and all the
swanky graphcis in the world won't put a tennis game over with tennis fans if the gameplay is absolute dog♥♥♥♥♥♥

Forget everything else and focus all your attention on fixing the gameplay. Timing is everything in real tennis, and so it should
be in any successful game.. It's not an awful racer, but it is very basic. I'd be very surprised if it wasn't a mobile port. The
handling physics are fairly minimal, you just jam the accelerator trigger down, and occasioanlly lift off for some corners, and
make sure you go through the checkpoints. Not missing the checkpoints is probably about the only challenge there is here.
Maybe OK for young kids? But even then, it's not worth more than two or three quid.. Weird as ♥♥♥♥. Why did it have to be
bugs?

<edit>
Bugged. Repetetive.
Go play Xevious, far better way to spend your time.
<\/edit>

People claim this game is hard, I've yet to run into that. Then again, I've only made it to level 2, which has thus far been
impossible due to essential ships flying through walls where they become invincible. Might just be me, might not be.
Thrice now I've been unkindly hindered by heavy fighters flying through walls and getting stuck on the wrong side of a barrier.
Them pandas... so sad.
If you still plan on playing this game, which is not a terrible choice, bring a controller. The support is instant and is by far and
away the best control scheme.. I'm really amazed by the state of the game. Now i can say that it gives me RE and Silent Hill
vibes! I like the environment and the enemies are pretty creepy tbh. Keep up the good job guys!. Best thing I can say is that this
game looks great in the screenshots etc , but it just isn't much fun. I wish there was a neutral option for Steam reviews, however
I can't give these guys a thumbs down because they are obviously very passionate about their game. Refunded , maybe will buy
agsin in sale sometime.
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FUN GAME (7\/10)\\
DIFFICULTY (8,5\/10). Awesome game, I love the bulldozer and the excavator. Badly needs optimisation and bug fixes here
and there but that is what to be expected with a game that is currently in early access.. Pros:

There is no need for any introduction or instruction. The gameplay is extremely intuitive, and the difficulty has been
appropriately dialed down for the first two levels.

A new mechanic is introduced almost every level. This makes the gameplay feel more fresh.

The puzzles appear to be very well thought out, as trial and error did not work very well in this game. As a result, each
success felt honestly earned.

Unlike a lot of other games, you can skip puzzles if you get stuck. You don\u2019t need to solve them all
either\u2014just enough of them to unlock the next level.

The music and visuals were tasteful, non-intrusive, and overall pleasant.
Cons:

Right after opening the game, you might have to click the blank screen to trigger the dev\u2019s logo. No, your
computer\u2019s not frozen.

Can be tedious to play for more than an hour due to the minimalistic nature of the game.
A very unique concept, and a real challenge. Very cleanly executed. Overall, would strongly recommend!. I had a
great time with Dungeon Warfare 1, and this one is even better. Love the itemization, the moving platforms, and
the fair-but-tough gameplay. Tower defense players are going to find a lot to love here. If you like tower defense,
this is your next big time-sink!. I had a friend make me buy this

we arent friends anymore. Basically a tower defense game, very similar to Kingdom Rush. Actually it is a less
addictive clone of KR. When you didn't play Kingdom Rush - try it first. If you played it and liked it - i guess
you will like 300 dwarves too.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnHaUIsFVtM
Literally one of the worst games i've played. You walk in one direction, and then die before you get anywhere.
Don't waste your time playing this game like I did.

v1.5.0.2:
I've been a bit busy finishing up a new album, but today, I got around to updating the game a bit, adding some
nice changes!

Added turns and slopes

Road, environment and car surfaces improved

Improved reflections

Added back shadows option (should still be off in VR for most cases)

Updated the built-in tracks list (removed a few and added new tracks from the new album)

Bug fixes. v1.5.0.8/v1.5.0.9:
v1.5.0.8

Updated physics and handling

Added drifting
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Added boost

Removed car reset on collision

Some bug fixes
v1.5.0.9

Improved drifting/handling

Improved/fixed force feedback

Added "Time" option

Bug fixes. v1.4.2.3:

Added back force feedback on crash

Added road markers in Forest (Night)

Improved destructible objects

Improved driving physics (now it changes depending on speed)

Tweaked road generation (sharper turns, etc)

Fixed wipers stuttering

Some other bug fixes. v1.1.1.7:

Improved Forest environment (new grass, added destructible signs, more trees)

Improved road (new textures, added simple reflections)
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Huge performance improvement by removing the simple volumetric lights after finding that they were
destroying the performance. 1.0.5.0 Update:

In this update, I've added a new mode Realism and kept the original mode Classic as a separate one. Since the
Classic mode was using my own custom physics and continuous track generation, I wasn't able to do most of the
suggestions I was receiving. But now, with the new mode I've added more realistic physics with chunk-based
track generation which gives me more freedom in adding more features.

 Added a new mode (Realism) containing more realistic physics, completely different chunk-based track
generation and a new city environment

 Added a new traffic car

 Increased the amount of traffic cars

 Tweaked/improved the rain effects and graphics

 Graphics optimizations

 More bug fixes and small tweaks
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